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Summary
• The S&P500 index is expected to have a breakout movement this week. The FOMC 

policy announement Wednesday will directly influence price moves. Watch the retest of 
the break-out point to see if the index is making a true breakout or not.  

• Oil  is expected to have a further pullback this week to search for support. If it has an 
early bounce, it is likely to see more selling pressure.

• GOLD  is expected to go sideways in the current  range from $1300 to $1278 first and 
wait for the FOMC announcement. After the announcement, the gold market can reveal a 
final decision on which direction it really wants to go next.   
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SP500 index (ES mini, and SPY):

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up with overbought
Trade strategy:  

SP500 index attempted to make a new all-time high last week. The weekly closing price is near 
last year's high area. The price action was bullish, but volume was little thin. It looks like the 
index is getting ready to make some breakout move this week. The weekly PMO is rising and 
moves above the declining line from the 2018 top. Now it looks as if it could go higher. 
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  up with overbought
Trade strategy:    

The SP500 index closed near last year's high area on Friday. Price managed to hold above the 
2900 psycholocal support quite well. This week there is a big chance to make a breakout move to 
a new all time high.  

Based on the daily chart, most short-term indicators are very extremenly overbought. But the 
daily PMO still rose and the slow STO indicator still stayed above the 80 line. It looks like the 
index could move to a higher level. The 3000 level could be the upside target if the index can 
make a true breakout and manage to hold above the 2945-39.50 zone after the break-out level is 
retested. 

Weekly Option 
Strike price Expiration

Date
Strike price Expiration

Date

3000

Meanline 2950 4/29, 30/2019 ****

2850

**** see daily trading plan
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2. Oil ($WTIC, CL) 

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: Up with overbought
Trade strategy:   buy on dip above $60 zone

Oil has a potential a rising wedge pattern, which indicates a pullback could be on the way. But 
the 50- and 200-wEMA lines are below the current price, and oil could be held up there. The 
weekly PMO is still rising and above the zero line, which doesn't show much price weakness. A 
short-term pullback may not hurt the intermediate-term uptrend. However the overhead major 
resistance zone ($66.55-$67) will be a key obstacle on the way to last year's high around $75. On 
the downside, $60-59.50 will be a key support zone blocking the downside target around $56.50-
$55.75. 
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up with overbought condition

Trade strategy: Short on early strong rally 

Oil made a strong gap-up move last Monday in reaction to the Trump administration 
announcement about tighter sanctions against Iran. But it lacked any follow-through after the 
strong move. On Friday the price crashed and moved back into the uptrend channel. Now the 
daily PMO indicator has crossed down through its signal line to give a short-term selling signal. 
The slow STO turns down from a very overbought level. Both suggest the $60.50-$59.85 zone is 
likely to be retested again. For now $64.85 is a key area, As long as the price stays below that 
level a move lower toward the bottom of the uptrend channel is possible. 
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3. GOLD (GC, GLD)

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: Neutral
Trade strategy: buy on dip 200-wEMA line

Gold managed to hold above the 200-wEMA line and closed above the 40-wEMA line. It added 
some bullishness into the chart. The weekly PMO is flat and slow STO indicator is oversold. 
Gold could regain its strength to the upside if the price can regain its long-term rising trend 
support line (green) at $1300. 
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  Neutral
Trade strategy:  

Gold bounced from its intermediate-term uptrend line last week and closed at the broken neckline
of the H&S pattern on Friday. Friday's bounce was quite strong, perhaps the result of sellers 
covering before the FOMC announcement this Wedneday. This week $1300-$1298 zone will be a
key area. The FOMC annoucement can directly effect any price movement. A move above $1300
will be bullish, and suggests that the short-term correction is over. Before the FOMC 
announcement, gold could move in a range between $1277 to $1298. A move outside this range 
could be the start of a break-out.  
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WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS
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